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fal l  the planets in the solar 
system, Venus is the most 

like our own Earth in size, mass, and 
distance from the Sun. The motions 
of our planetary "tlvin" were known 
to the ancients, and its apparent . 

changes in shape, similar to the 
phases of the Moon, were first 
studied by Galileo more than four 
centuries ago. In the modern era, 
Venus has been one of the most 
visited planets in the solar system- 
20 spacecraft from the Soviet Union 
and the United States have been sent 
there since the early 1960s. Venus' 
sulfur-yellow clouds have been 
probed, its atmospheric structure and 
composition have been measured, 
and automatic landers have 
photographed portions of its 
landscape and chemically analyzed 
its rocks. 

! Yet, for all our fascination with 
Venus, we have only a sketchy, 1 general knowledge of the planet's 
surface. While the faces of the other 
"terrestrial" planets-Earth, Mars, 
and the lighted sides of Mercury and 
the Moon-have long since been 
mapped, details of Venus' face are 
still largely unknown, due to the 
planet's dense, constant cloud cover. 

j 
The clouds prevent us from 
photographing the solid surface from 

I space with conventional cameras. 

Since the early 1960s, scientists have 
used radar to counter this problem. 
Unlike visible light, radar waves 
penetrate the Venusian clouds and 
reflect off the solid planet back to 
Earth. With the help of computer 
processing, these radar reflections 
can be turned into pictures of the 
Venusian surface. Earth-based radar 

L 

imaging is thus extremely valuable, 

but it also is limited-Venus always 
shows the same hemisphere to us 
when it is near enough in its orbit for 
high-resolution study, so only a 
fraction of the planet can be explored 
from Earth. 

Therefore, in the late 1970s and early 
1980s, the United States and the 
Soviet Union sent the Pioneer Venus 
and Venera spacecraft, respectively, 
to study Venus more closely and to 
image its surface with radar. These 
missions have answered many of our 
questions about Venus' atmosphere 
and large-scale surface features. 
However, many more questions 
remain unanswered about the extent 
to which Venus' surface has been 
shaped by volcanoes, plate tectonics, 
impact craters, and water and wind 
erosion. 

To help answer these remaining 
questions, NASA plans to launch a 
new radar imaging spacecraft, 
Magellan (named for the 16th century 
explorer Ferdinand Magellan), from 
the space shuttle Atlantis in April 
1989. Arriving at Venus in August 
1990, Magellan will spend eight 
months mapping most of the planet 
at a resolution (a measure of the 
smallest objects that can be seen in 
its map) nearly ten times better than 
that of any previous spacecraft views 
of the surface. More than any other 
single mission, Magellan is expected 
to unveil the secrets of the Venusian 
past, just as Mariner 9 revealed the 
unsuspected richness of Martian 
geology in 1972. In 1990, for the 
first time, we will really come to know 
the face of our planetary "twin. " 

y 
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like highlands (Aphrodite and Ishtar), hilly plains, large volcano-like mountains, and flat lowlands. However, as important 

as this radar map is, it. showt, enlfy I ; l rp~-Sal@ kra~m. TRie klllx. and wall-, wa#xfn mid Esrm flolmrt4hs Mling aletililt 

of Yenmian gcology-are as Tfet uncbr t~d.  . Five years after the Pioneer mission, in 1983, the Soviet Union tent. 

hro Venara s p a w m f l  ta mp Ven~m at a molrrfion of appm-b 2 2 4 k l l ~ m ~ b r o  11.2 tw 2.4 milas]. ksam ef 

the nature of their orbits around the planet, the spacecraft were able to map only about 25 percent of the surfa~ near 

*he nn,r& pole. In mmparim, ~ ~ ~ I l r n  will map TO te !M pemlent d tho planel at a retd l~t ien mryin~g tram 25a tra T56 

1 , A b y  fslture of the #(ellan rplcesnlt is fh8 econony and relatire sim~pli~l iy 01 its design. TO s m  costs, SW.R 

radar sensl This one instrument, how eve^ ill perform three important 
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The Magellan spacecrafi is prepared for 

testing in Denver, Colorado, at the Martin 

Marietta Astronautics Grorcp, prime contractor 

for the spacecrafi. Most of Magellan's major 

parts are wrapped in reftctfve white thermal 

blankets to maintain temperature control. 

m e  spacecrajt's radar sensor was buiB by the 

Hughes Aircrafi Company of El Segundo, California. 
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will imitak, ar q a t b i z e ,  the behavior of a large antenna on the spacecrafl. Through this synthesis, the onboard radar. 

smsslt will chj~@mt@ as if It; has a huge ir;Ir%emna and will ~mdwzz h igh - rm ld~on  i m g s ,  m Thuoulgh the amtenna is only - 

r meters (12 feet) in diameter. This computerized process of "aperture synthesis" is what gives SAR its resolving power 
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The first measures the time it takes for the'radar signal to return to Magellan; thk  will give the spacecraft's distance (0.F;'; 
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How synthetic aperture radar 7 

ORBITAL 
GROUND 
TRACK 

LINES OF EQUAL 

(SAR) works: Any point in the 

radar map image can be located 

by using two measurements-the 

distance to the point (determined \ 
by the time it takes for the radar 

signals to return to MageZCan), 

and the amount of Doppler shzp 7 
in the signal (a shifl in frequency 

caused by the spacecrafls motion 

along its orbit). However, two '7 
widely separatedpoints (such as 7 

A and B shown here) have the 

same delay and Doppler shzp. 

Consequently, to avoid confusion 

between these two Doints. 

Magelhank SAR kteuul  will be 

L ILLUM~ATED DISTANCE 
AREA 

pointed to the lefl of the orbital 7 
ground track to illuminate only 

one of these possible points 

(A as shown here; B will have 

already been mapped in a 

previous orbit's swath). The 

resulting radar map will 
1 

therefore show only features 

to the lefl of the ground track. 

Theportion of the Venusian 

surface shown here is a 

radar image from the Soviet 

Venera mission 



ermine 

map image. Through this technique, data will be collected by the radar instrument and radioed back to Earth, 

where images of the Venusian surface will be constructed by computers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. In these images, 

it will be passible to distinguish features as small as 250 meters (820 feet) for the equatorial regions of the planet (where 

magellan will pass closest to the surface) and about 750 meters (2,461 feet) near the poles. By comparison, the best 

existing ground-based and spacecraft maps of Venus show no features smaller than 2,000 meters (6,562 feet). 

APRIL 1W9 TO AUGUST 1990: FROM EARTH TO VENUS 

In late April 1989, Magellan will be carried into low Earth orbit by the space shuttle Atlantis. After several revolutions 

around Earth, the spacecraft, with an Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) booster attached to its base, will be deployed from Atlantis' 

cargo bay into its own orbit. After two-thirds of another revolution around Earth, the IUS will fire and propel the Magellan 

spacecraft toward Venus. The IUS will then be jettisoned. . The launch period will begin on April 28 and will last 

for 30 days. During this launch period, Venus will be approximately 255 million kilometers (158 million miles) from Earth. 

After launch, i t  will take just under 15 months for Magellan to reach its destination. Three adjustment maneuvers along 

the way will keep the spacecraft on time^ and on target for its rendezvous with Venus. . When Magellan arrives at 

Venus in early August 1990, a solid rocket motor attached to the spacecraft will fire to plaoe Magellan in orbit around the 

n. 

planet. After a few adjustment maneuvers, thb spacecraft will be in an elliptical orbit, with its lowest point at an altitude 

af 24H Idtamat~rrc (lM miles) rbam Be planet's U~~IEG and its hlghrwt paint d 8,- kilometem (4,MO milas). The time 



MARS 
ORBIT 

trajectory shows the orbits 

of the four innerplanets, as weld as 

SUN 

This depiction of 

the positions of Earth and Venus at the 

times of the spacecrafls launch and of 

its arrival at Venus. Magellan wig e 
travel an eUipticalflight path one and 

one-halftimes around the Sun before L 
intercepting Venus. A traditional 

trajectory to Venus would use 

approximately one-half of a revolution 

around the Sun; however, shuttle launch 

scheduling has dictated the longer 

trajectory for Magellan. 

VERNAL 
EQUINOX 
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T M  t k  m p ~ p h ~  rill PU ilays. I The arriwal did-e art Yenus, August 10, 1990, will place Ma~grllan in Venus 

oirbil rprpRarimWt@ tb@e W~IIR s~l lperi~r ~omjuR1Gfjran [the passage of the planet behind the Sun as seen h m  

Earth). During superior conjunction, radio interference from the Sun's atmosphere will make it impossible to communicate 

arrm ma ~ p e ~ ~ m f t  and tn mtduIE1; WIIW rawr I I M ~ ~ ~ ~ Q .  The nsultant gap in mapping cowrage can be filled in during 
7 

-Cn 

subq~writ 243-1.1 m p p i q = ~ i r c l i n g  the planet every three hours and nine minutes, Magellan will pass 

51-34 to Wle ~ ; ~ r J l m d r ~  just north m i  B e  Equator, at 10 degrees Venus latitude, and will then move dawn arwlld the south 

amrn~d me pllla~ta i~n a wid, l o ~ q .  Eemwe ad this ellipti681 orbit, Magellan will be close enough to the surfdlca 

w u ~ d ~ d  mappimp op@rationr for an$ abo,. miannfes out of each three-hour orbital period. The rest of fhe time will 

3. 

be spent tramnitling th.c ntddrr%ed taw data frbm the just-mmpleted mavping pass, receiving telemetry instructiorrs from 

"*h and calibrating tha spacecraft's attitude control system with reference stan. W During rnzipping operations, 
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(D) ATTITUDE 
CONTROL 
CALIBRATION 

The 3.15-hour elliptical orbit of Magelha 

will be divided into distinctphases. U%en 

PLAYBACK 
OF DATA 
TO EARTH/( 

the spacecrafl is closest to Venus, the antenna 

wtl2point at the planet and tbe radar wiU map 

the surface (A), aIt.em&&g between north and 

south swaths on successive passes. AEer radar 

operations are compkte4 the spacecrafl wiU turn 

to point its antenna toward Earth (B) so that data 

can be transmitted (C). APer calibration of tbe 

spacecrafls atMtude control subsystem (D) and 

another data playback, MageUun will turn its 

attention once again to the surface. 

,.I N 
NORTH 

I MAPPING 

SPACECRAFT 
CLOSEST 
TO VENUS 
(1 o0 N) 



receiver. By measuring the time it takes for the signal to return, the altimeter will determine the distance to the point 

directly below the spacecraft, and so will construct a topographic profile of the planet in much the same way that sonar 

is used on board ships to profile the ocean floor. By mission's end, the Magellan altimeter experiment will have produced 

a topographic map showing height variations as small as 30 meters (98 feet) for the entire mapped part of the planet. 

Sever31 additional types of information will be collected by Magellan. When the dish antenna is pointing down at 

Venus, it wil l also be used to measure the amount of natural thermal emissions, from which temperature variations on 

the planet's surface can be determined. Analysis of the way in which the radar signals are reflected will yield data on 

the electrical conductivity and roughness of the Venusian surface. After each mapping pass, tha spacecraft will 

recede from Venus and the tape recorders will be rewound in preparation for data transmission. Because the same 

._5 antenna used for mapping will also be used for radio communications, the spacecraft must reorient itself to point the 

-%be: 

antenna toward Earth. The transmissions will be received by the large antennas of NASA's Deep Space Network located 

at ~ W I O D E S  sites amornd L e  world, th&n re lqed  ta tk Jet Propulsion Laboratory in  Pasadena, Califolrnb. While Magellam 

is iln nd lo  mrnmnicatitun with bm, plrclcis nuezmrnmeW earn be m d e  oS the slight m n g w  in  the spacecraft's orbital 

d .- . 
1. - 

~ m a t i o ~ ~ .  Thlwe timy mtiorrs, which are pmdumd by w r i a t i m  in Veniws"pr;roitati~nill field, will provide important clues 

d. 

about the nature of the planet's interior. ~ f t i r  its "call Rome" b mmpleted, the spacecraft wil l maneuver into position 
I '  :T7, 7 , -  . 
' I - .  

t i  . : I  - *- 

to begin anlother mapping pass and will a ~ a i n  point down toward the surface. . Since Venus will be rotating slowly >a 





- 
I 

mill w e  YI L. obtain* by us in,^ mery other math, an alternating p a l r n  of northern and smuthen mapping passes 
I-- L .  

minutes. On the next orbit, mapping will start 4.7 minutes later than on the previous orbit and will stop 4.7 minutes farther 

south. W Magellan's inclined orbit and its limited time for transmitting data to Earth make i t  impossible to obtain 

full coverage of both poles during the course of one 243-day mapping cycle. Scientists and mission designers therefore 

faced a difficult choice: whether to fully map the northern or the southern hemisphere. Bemuse the large "continent" 

of Ishtar, which extends into high northern latitudes, seems to have a number of significant geologic provinces, it was 

aecided to provide full coverage of the northern hemisphere. Mapping of the low southern hemisphere, which does not 

have as high a scientific priority, will extend to about 70 degrees south latitude. . Thus, eight times each day, for 

243 day, Magellan will take radar images of the Venusian surface. At the end of the primary mission, almost 90 percent 

I of the planet will have been mapped. The image strips will be combined by computers on Earth into photomosaic images I 
m r i n g  large regions o_f the Yenmian surfam. 

THE PtA#ET VENUS 

Earth and Venus have many similar characteristics, such as size, density, and the presence of atmospheres. However, 

c, 

t h w  also show important differences. ~ l t h o i g h  both planets are most likely made of the same type of silioate rock and 1 
probabty hare similar interiors, Venus does not appear to have a magnetic field as Earth does. Velius is clmer to thle 

12 

T W E L V E  
- - - .- 
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Sweltering under a 

perpetual cloud cover, Venus 

reveals no surface details 

euen in ultraviolet light, but a 

radar instrument on the Pioneer 

Venus Orbiter revealfd the large-scale 

geography of the planet for the first time. Blue areas represent 

the Venusian lowlands, wbile highlands 
are sbbwn in green, yellow, and red 



t#-&3uds laced with sulfuric acid d r o p l e l h i s  thiWtmosphe 
-. 
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b i a t i o n  between-the solid surface and the atmospher& #ar from b 

h 

furnace, where surface temperatures reach 4E10 degrees Celsius (900 degrees Fahrenheit) and the atmospheric pressur 

sites are basaltic. Ib Ula rocks on Earth's ocea'n floor or the rocks that are formed from oozing volcanic lava flows& 

Venus' large-scale geography has been disclosed by radar studies from Earth, by the Pioneer Venus Orbiter in 1978 

and by the. Soviet Venera 15 and 16 missions in 1983. Most of the planet consists of either rolling upland plain 

;,f",yrn .-us,: ws.r ' w  -ZII .5 2 m - 3  r -.w 
- 

;"'".G .C-=.akV. - %-xF?! 
(apparently composed of older crustal rock) or smooth lowland areas. There are two major "continents," or elevated 

plateaus-Aphrodite, named for the Greek equivalallt of the goddess Venus, and Ishtar, named for the Babylonian 

equivalent-that appear to be younger geologically. lshtar is about the size of Australia; Aphrodite is about twice as large, 

. ": m:h--F- - < -;-- -- = -' " -- 
a- - - -&--+---a 5 :;*:. 8 %  

U w ' o  other highland areas of possible volcanic 

and tectonic origin, Alpha Regio and B 
3 
G 



A portion of the elevated 

"continent" of Zshtar Tewa 

(about the size of 

Australia) is shown in this 

computer-processed 

Pioneer Venus image. 

At the center is Mount 

Maxwell (also called 

Maxwell Montes), which is 

10,800 meters (35,400 feet) 

high, more than a mile 

taUer than Mount Everest. 

There is some evidence that 

this huge mountain is an 

active volcano. The 

Lakshmi plateau, rising 4 

to 5 kilometers (2.5 to 3.1 

miles) above the mean level 

of Venus, is bordered by 

mountain ranges to the 

north and northwest. 

This plateau is thought to 

consist of thin lavas 

overlying an upla@ed 

section of older crust. 

Soviet Venera radar: data 

suggest that the depression 

called Colette is a co@sed 

volcanic crater. On Zshtar's 

southernmnk are the Ut 

and Vesta Rupes (clans), 

which descend to vast 

lowlands. 
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Aphrodite Terra, Venus' 

largest elevated landmass 

(about the size of South 

America), has two major 

mountain regions on 

opposite sides of the 

"continent." Aphrodite 

C also has the lowest 

APHRODITE TERRA elevations on Venus-in 

the trenches of the Diana 

Chasma, which may be a 

rip valley caused by the 

movement of two blocks 

of crust away from each 

other. 



ion years ago, the planet8 of the solar syst 
e. - 

terial and gas revolving around the Sut~. deavier elements like iron and silicon remained.in the s n  
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- -  to form the rocky planets, Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Man. The lighter gases-hydrogen and E -.A *; .-%;w 
- -  w -  

giant planets beyond the asteroid bait. The largest rocky planet, Earth, was extremely hot in those millennia arrer i f  

condensed into a solid sphere, and in its early history the planet released this heat through violent eruptions from great 

0 

wlcanoes that covered its surface. Earth still sheds its heat today, but now as a low Jinmrer, with only isolated chains 

of volcanoes spewing hot material from its interior. Earth's upper crust is divided into irregular, flat pieces- 

tectonic plates-that move around the planet's surface, driven by convection cells in the hot, fluid rock underneath the 

-4 
solid crust. Virtually all of Earth's large-scale geological features, including mountain chains and ocean basins, result 

from the movement of these plates. When continental plates collide, mountains such as the Himalayas and the Alps are 

thrust upward. Where the plates pull apart, rift valleys and ocean basins form. Earthquakes and volcanoes, the major 

geologic unheavalt on our planet, occur primarily at plate boundaries where pieces of the crust are stretching apart or 

crunching together. One of the most important questions for the study of Venus is whether similar tectonic plate 

- movements have shaped the surface 01 oJr @m@ry "Win I Althslgh we might reasonably expect Earth's "twin" -. - 

to have similar processes shaping its surface, the limited data about Venus do not provide evidence of planetwide plate 

feEkEld6g. Ol~ l  Mh, wbm plates are pushjmg fmrn each fither in the middle of t h ~  Atlamtie O m n ,  them is a 

- 
m k ~ h  ridge thlh~pandr d nib in ~ i i ~ f i ' w i h e ~  a great deal of the planet'i internal heat is vented. No such conspiwous - & 

I 
1 

22 
plate boundaries appear in the Pioneer Venus Orbiter map, qu~es t i na  Ihat if a svstem of plate tectonics does exist on' S- :, 



This glimpse of the Venusian surface 

was taken by one of the Soviet 

Venera landers. The reddish 

appearance of the rocks k due to the 

reddish color of the thick 

atmosphere. The shabby rocks, which 

are probably volcanic in origin, 

would appear neutral gray in 

natural sunlight. The rectangular 

color bar at the bottom of the photo 

is a part of the lander. 



Volcanoes 

One of the most important tasks for Maaellan during its mapping mission will be to take an inventory of volcanic craters 
L A ~ J  
-. +# J 

% 
and other volcanic features on Venus solinat scientists can reconstruct the planet's geologic history. Ground-based and 

Venera radar images have shown the existence of volcanic craters on the lshtar plateau. Variations in the concentratioa' 

of sulfur dioxide in the atmosphere, detected by Pioneer Venus, suggest 'that Venus may be volcanically ahlve. By 

counting how many volcanoes are on Venus' surface and identifying where and what kind they are, Magellan will provide , 

oata on the planet's internal processes. The high-resolution radar images will allow us to discriminate betwegn 

individual overlapping lava flows so as to determine the sequence of volcanic events that have helped shape the surface, 
--p- - 

&.r 

\ 

shapes of these volcanic flows, scientists car mati! rudgments about thG cmposition oS the '' . 

lava and thus obtain further clues about the nature of the planet's interior and the thickness of the crust. W Earliep 

@al&mff data laam &am gal the gravitational field of Venus is stronger wer the planet" elevated plateau@-evidence 
L.rp ?. 

. . i 

that these topographic features are related to the interior structur@, Magellan's high-resolution gravity survey, constructeQ. -i 
4 

by precise measmmlenk of fie q m t e W s  orb1iW mutiom, will prolride detgik about this important currelation L8Weel 

g d t y  and topography. 



The improvement in resolution 

expected from the Magellan data 

is illustrated in these images of 

the Mount Saint Helens region of 

Washington, which are simulutions 

derived from the radar imaging data 

acquired by the Seasat oceanographic 

satellite. The stin-active volcano does 

MAGELLAN 

not show at the Pioneer Venus resolution 

Although the feature is visible at the 

Venera resolution, it is not possible to tell 

whether it is a volcano or a meteorite 

impact crater. 
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I -EL. Mebwita innact cnbn also appear in abrmdance in  radar l m a g r  o( Venus. Swek waters am more~plmitiful thavi .on 

%m? - 
, s m  z 

, : t h ~ e  impact szgn from volcanic cmhn,  to ca~wnt how many are still 

exist. It is important to establish Venus' impact cratering record, since the more cratered a surface is, the older i t  must 

be. Earth's surface is relatively young-looking and uncratend. Although meteorites have struck our planet in the past, 

most impact craters have been erased by wind and water erosion and by the constant motion of tectonic plates through 

time. The surface of Earth is a slate that has been drawn on, wiped clean, redrawn, and rewiped over millions o f  

centuries. Venus, on the other hand, appears to retain evidence of a comparatively distant past. Magellan's global 

inventory of impact craters will have much to tell scientists about the history of the planet and the ages of different 

geologic provinces. The rate of surface cratering may also provide information on how dense the planet's atmosphere 

has been through time. H At the best resolutions obtained to date, it is unclear whether many of the circular features 

seen on Venus a n  the scars of old impacts, collapsed remnants of volcanic craters, or domes of rock somehow warped 

upward by tectonic forces. Magellan's high-resolution radar images will clear up the mystery. If these images show large 

stretches of old, cratered terrain, i t  would argue against tectonic motion in those regions, because crustal movements 

would destroy old craters. It would also indicate that the processes of erosion proceed much more slowly on Venus than 
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This computer-generatedphoto shows t f ~ a t  

only very general conclusions about the geology of a planet- 

Venus or Earth-can be drawn from radar images 

with the resolution obtained by Pioneer Venus. The images 

from the higher-resolution MageUan radar will give 
-i I 

scfentists a better unlterstanding of processes that have 

shaped the Venusian surface and interior. 
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appear In soviet radar images of '-?tar eatures are most probably ~ a I ~ e d  "-' the aompressiorr gr eX&n$~on 

of the crust. Magellan will reveal the details of these features, allowing I 

wark. It haa been proposed that the high bullace temperatu~~a on Venus play a part in the distortion of the crust, and 

Magellan will provide new data to test that theoq. Large rifl valleys such as Devana C h m a  in Beta Regio will be studied 

to see whether they were formed by volcanic processes or by tectonic motions. 

Water and Wnd 

Another critical question about Venus is whether it once had water on its surface. lodern-day ratios of deuterium to 

hydrogen in Wenu' atmosphere (measured by descending atmospheric probes) suggest that at some point in the past there 

was more water in the planet's atmosphere. Mapellan will look for evidence of ancient marine terraces, river channels 

and deltas, or other geologic features that might point to the existence of ancient oceans. Such discoveries would have 

profound implicatians for tbe evolulion of the planet's atmosphere as well as of its surface. W Although surface wind 

speeds on Venus are believed to be lower than on Earth, there may be large windblown dunes on the surface that would 

be midlcmt L high-resolution Magellan inxqgj~: The sizes and shapes of such dunes would allow s ~ j m  tg rgm 
n-- . .  

the wind behavior on Venus. 
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During its primary 243-day mission, 

Magellan win acquire more digital imaging 

data than aUprevious US. planetary missions 

combined. Zbese data will be a legacy for future investigators of the veiledplunet, just 

as thefindings from the expedition of 

Ferdinand Magellan, the Project's namesake, 

were for the then-fiture explorers of Earth. 
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J he Soviet Venera 15 and 16 
spacecraft mapped less than 

one-third of the Venusian surface at 
high resolution. Over the course of 
one Venusian day (243 Earth days), 
the Magellan spacecraft will map 
most of the surface with detail that 
exceeds that of these best previous 
radar images. The resultant maps 
will reveal the traces (if they exist) of 
many fundamental planetaly forces: 
volcanism, wind, water, and 
meteorite impacts-in short, all the 
processes that determine a planet's 
history and shape its face. By giving 
us this new information, the Magellan 
mission will help to tell us why 
Venus, our planetary "twin, " is at the 
same time so much a stranger. 
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